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SEEDS TREATED WITH PIZAZZ HAVE MORE
CONSISTENT COVERAGE WITH BETTER SEED FLOW!
PIZAZZ ™ dry seed coating technology is designed to deliver shine

and improved flow to treated seed with minimal fugitive dust when
handling and applying the product. PIZAZZ is formulated with
bio-friendly components that are safe to use with inoculants and
other biological seed treatment products.

Typical Shine Powder
PIZAZZ handles differently than the other industry seed-shine products. PIZAZZ is made with

a patent-pending formulation that reduces fugitive dust liberated during applicator fill and
application to the seed.
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Dispense PIZAZZ to flowing streams of seed in a manner that allows the treatment to be distributed
and coated onto the individual seed surfaces. Suggested application points include at the finished
slurry treatment transition, conveyor transitions, or any other seed flow points where seed will be
tumbled and rolled prior to deposit into the final seed storage container.
Single application rate for soybeans:
0.70 dry ounces per CWT
A single application rate treats:
140,000 seeds/UNIT

PACKAGE SIZE

OUNCES PER CWT UNITS TREATED

1-lb of Pizazz

22.86 CWT

45.72 UNITS

10-lb bag

228.58 CWT

457.16 UNITS

40-lb case

914.32 CWT

1,828.64 UNITS

27 case pallet

24,688.80 CWT

49,373.00 UNITS

PIZAZZ SUGGESTED USE RATE: 0.6 - 0.8 oz. per 100 lbs of seed. The higher the rate, the more the shine!

